High Grade Shipping Ore Being Mined at Windsor

Five men are employed at the Windsor shaft of the Big Johnny group, where Don Kempfer is taking out high grade shipping ore. C. L. Harrison, of Seattle, is the principal owner of the property, and W. C. Fellows, mining engineer of Baker, is directing the work.

A trial shipment of two and half tons of ore has been made to the smelter at Tacoma. Mr. Fellows states the ore is being sacked as it comes from the shaft and a full car will be shipped later.

A hoist and other equipment was taken a few days ago to the property and sinking will be continued to the 200-foot level. The shaft is being sunk on a 60 degree incline.

It is expected the work will be continued until the first of the year. On account of deep snow at that elevation and difficulty in keeping roads open during winter, work will be closed during the winter months.

Windsor Mine—This property is one of the claims of the Big Johnny group in the Greenhorn district. C. J. Harrison of Seattle, and W. C. Fellows of Baker, have had a crew developing the property during the fall under direction of Don Kempfer of Unity, Oregon. A shaft has been sunk on the vein about 60 feet and in the course of the work some exceptionally rich ore was taken out. A shipment of the ore was made to the smelter at Tacoma.